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EPBscore user guide 
Requirements:  

• Up to Matlab 2014a. Windows-only versions (both 32- and 64-bit) were tested. 
• Toolboxes: Control, Images, Local, Matlab, Optim, Shared, Signal, Simulink, Stats, 

Wavelet (These should be present by default with the standard MATLAB installation). 
• 12-bit (or greater) multi-tiff files for analysis, arranged as one multi-tiff for each ROI 

for each session. Pixel intensities of the axon of interest should never be 
saturated (i.e. always < 4096 value, in the case of 12-bit acquisition) 
 

Installation 

To install EPBscore,  Unzip the EPBscore folder and store it locally in a memorable location, 
e.g. in C:\Program Files\MATLAB\2010b\toolboxes. Open Matlab and select ‘set path’ from 
file menu. In the set path window select ‘add with subfolders’, navigate to the EPBscore 
folder and click okay. Save the new list and close. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Images were captured using pixel sizes of 0.08-0.14 µm/pixel. Bouton detection is 
done in pixel space, so there is no need to edit parameters unless there is a drastic 
change in magnification (> a factor of 2). If needed, minboutonwidth and 
maxboutonwidth can be changed in the ‘parameters’ pane. For computing distances: 
the x-spacing/y-spacing/z-spacing should be changed in the 
init_files/standardspineanalysisparameters.ini file. 
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EPBscore image analysis routine 

The image analysis routine consists of four parts: 

A. Computing the intensity profile along the backbone 

B. Intensity profile analysis to detect EPBs  

C. Intensity profile alignment across imaging sessions 

D. Tracking EPBs and analyzing their changes 

 

A. Computing the intensity curve along the backbone  

The data should be organized in folders containing all imaging sessions of one specific ROI 
(e.g. folder ROI 3 contains files of ROI 3 at time points a,b,c,d, etc. where the letters indicate 
the different imaging sessions).  

A simple script can re-order ROIs from session order into individual ROI order (as well as 
stacking individual z-planes into multi-tiffs) using either ImageJ or MATLAB. 

Launch the program by typing in the Matlab command line “EPBscore” and press enter. The 
following dialog window opens:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

Select file>open images and load raw data from one ROI folder with the required time points 
(Figure 1a). This will import images into the program interface (Figure 1b). 

Select Analysis>Analyze. The software will automatically process all images in the list, 
median and Gaussian filtering will be applied and the file will be stored in the parent folder 
with *.spi extension. 

Close the EPBscore program window from figure 1, and keep only the main matlab window 
open. Re-launch the application with “EPBscore” or recall the previous command by 
pressing ‘up arrow’ and ‘enter’. This time load the newly generated *.spi files (multiple files 
can be selected by holding down the ‘CTRL’ button and clicking. Make sure that the order of 
imported images reflects the order of image acquisition (i.e. chronologically, with ‘session a’ 
first and ‘session z’ last. If incorrect, close the window, rename the *.spi files to allow the 
correct order and restart.  

a b 
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When happy with the order of files proceed by pressing the button “Next Pair” (the first file in 
the list should be selected. Next Pair always opens the selected file and the following one). 
This will open the first two images of the sequence on the screen together with control 
panels for each image.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From now on, changes in each control panel will only affect the image above it.  

Select the filtered view button (next to “raw”) to view the look up table after the image is 
filtered, this will ease axon selection. You can modify the look-up-table of the image by 
increasing or decreasing the value in the box below “High”, (this is set at 300 by default). 
Note: This will not affect the real values of the image but only its appearance. 

In order to segment the axon, the images 
need to be binarized. Above the “binarize” 
button there is a value that determines the 
threshold of binarization, the default value 
is 30 but what’s required can be highly 
variable (from 10 to 200). Try 30 at first. 
To get crisper and thinner axons, increase 
the value. If the image is too black and 
axons disappear, decrease the value. 

                                                                                            

The example, shown right, is an ideal 
case obtained with a threshold of 95.  

 

When happy with binarization, click the 
‘filtered’ button to bring back the original 
look up table. 
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Select Analyze>find processes. The program will then trace all processes it recognizes. To 
select the axon of interest, type the upper case letter that identifies the axon in the blank box 
next to “current process” and select Edit>select axon. By placing a “–“ before the letter the 
orientation will be inverted. NOTE: the orientation is crucial when comparing axons across 
sessions, they all have to be traced in the same direction so that the bouton IDs match 
correctly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

To enter the axon into EPBscore, select Edit>New Axon. Left-click points along the axon of 
interest in the image, with a right-click to input the last point and finish the trace.  

This will leave a rough, segmented line across the axon. 

Select Analysis>ShiftAxonMax. This aligns the user-drawn segmented line along the axon 
based on the brighter intensity in the image (this is performed across the entire 3D stack, 
despite only displaying a max projection). 

The axon trace can be corrected using the Edit>Straighten Axon, Extend Axon or Cut Axon 
tools. 
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Next to the ‘current process’ box, a number indicates the axon being drawn. To add another 
axon, one would change this to ‘2’ and start at the Edit>New Axon stage.  

 

B. Analysing the intensity curve to detect EPBs 

Once processes have been drawn and you are satisfied with the trace, apply the following 
functions: 

• Analysis>Compute Distance 
• Analysis>Axon Profile 

This will estimate the axon backbone and mark swelling along the axon as en-passant 
boutons.  

Repeat all the steps for both images, using 
their respective control panels. 
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C. Alignment of backbone intensity curves across imaging sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For correct alignment, reference marks on each image will have to be identical in number 
and position for all images in the series. To place the marks select Edit>Edit Marks. Place 
the marks by holding down SHIFT and left clicking at each point. CTRL+Click will remove 
them.  

Once the two images have been completed press the “align” button on the main dialog 
window (as seen in Figure 1, the original window used to load the *.spi files), below “next 
pair”. Three figures will be generated. 
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Check that the profiles match correctly; stable boutons should have peaks in the same 
positions. The red line represents the new intensity profile and the blue is the old one 
(previous session or the one to the left). If corrections are required, close the three windows 
and check positioning of marks and orientation of the processes (A or –A).  

 

If no corrections are required and the alignment looks accurate, close these three figures 
and move to the next pair by selecting the following image in the main window (figure 1) (e.g. 
session b) and press ‘Next Pair’ opening session b (already analyzed and session c (to 
analyse and align). Each time ‘next pair’ is selected, *.spi files are automatically saved 
including analysis.  

This process should be continued, each time comparing the next session to the previous one 
analysed, until the entire data set has been aligned and profiled. 

When at the last pair, select the final file/image and press “next pair”. This will open only the 
last session and is imperative in order to save the analysis for the last pair.  

NOTE: Fiducial points should be chosen on highly recognizable structures (large 
stable boutons, branching points, curving points, intersections). Be aware that axons 
slightly change in curvature over sessions. The more fiducial points picked the more 
precise the alignment is. This is especially true in the case of complex ROIs with 
many boutons close to each other. In the case of multiple axons being traced in the 
same ROI, the marks will be added to the selected Axon in the ‘current process’ 
numerical box. To mark axon B you will need to type 2 and press enter, to mark axon 
C type 3, and so on. 

 

D. Tracking EPBs and analysing their changes 

After selecting ‘Next Pair’ for the final image, select “series trace” on the main dialog window 
the software will align and calculate the bouton values across all the analysed sessions. 
EPBscore will ask to load a database file from the parent folder, if this is not already 
available press cancel (this will be the only option if you are analyzing the ROI for the first 
time). It will then ask to create a database file, enter a file name and press ‘save’. Then it will 
ask four questions: 1) Bouton threshold (by default, set at 1.7 times the backbone, a bouton 
has to reach this value at least once in the series to be counted); 2) bouton width (10 as 
default); and 3) distance of tolerance (by default set at 1.5); Minimum dip is set as 0.5. Keep 
these values for the first attempt by pressing ‘OK’ in all dialog boxes. If, after this initial 
analysis, you are not happy with the bouton alignment, change the ‘distance of tolerance’ 
value, increasing it in the case of single boutons that are seen as two different ones.  

After the analysis is finished and the data is saved to the database, the values from the 
analysis are automatically copied to the clipboard. This allows for direct pasting of the values 
into Excel for future analysis. It is recommended that you paste all analyses into Excel as 
you process ROIs to construct a single *.xls file for your entire dataset. 
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NOTE: Boutons which are discarded after “series trace”, for example if they fall out of 
the image on one session etc., are indicated as red –1 values in the images and 
graphs as a reminder. 

When pasting in excel, the format of the data is: 

• Each row is a bouton found by the software (e.g. rows 1,2,3 are the first three 
boutons) 

• Each column for each set of values is a session, while each set is separated by blank 
columns  

• The first column dictates the file name, including imaging session (column A) 
• The next columns (starting from B) display the axon backbone intensity (this will be 

the same across all boutons as they are all part of the same axon backbone) 
• The next columns (starting from R) are the bouton intensities, i.e. synaptic strengths 

as picked up by EPBscore. This is the principal parameter exported by the data. 
• The next (starting from AH) are bouton intensity ratios, calculated as the highest 

intensity value for each bouton divided by the lowest between pairs of sessions. (E.g. 
one bouton has an intensity of 4 in session A and 2 in session B, the ratio will be 
4/2=2). 

NOTE: If happy with the alignment results, follow the instructions to the end. The final 
results will be left on the clipboard which you can paste to an excel sheet, and more 
detailed information will be saved in the .db file you have created, which you can 
access later. 

NOTE: It is very important to check that the values and the correlation of boutons 
across sessions are correct. To help with this step, paste the values on an excel sheet 
together with the important figures generated by the process and the summary figure 
with one image example and all the intensity profile alignment graphs. This 
immediately gives an idea of how well the alignment has worked.  

The panels with the images of every single session with the boutons highlighted with 
coloured dots can also be useful. Use these images to check that every individual 
bouton is detected in the same location over time. Mismatches in correlation can be 
corrected by manually moving the intensity values in the correct excel cell.  

 

Summary of EPBscore steps 

1. Select function (fx) – EPBscore – press ENTER 
2. Interface 1 appears – Click File then Open Image- select appropriate files (files are 

tif-16-bit format), Select ALL files – Click Open 
3. Go to Analysis – Click Analyze (All the pictures get filtered) 
4. Now close Interface 1 (return to main menu) 
5. Select function (fx) – EPBscore – press ENTER (re-launch)  
6. – Interface – Click File - Open images- Now there are also .spi files. 
7. Select the .spi files only, to do that do the following 

- Press *spi OR  
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- Right click with mouse and Click sort by type 

8. Select all .spi images and Open 
9. In the interface window Select the first image (usually image a) click Next Pair  
10. Two images will appear (usually a and b) side by side. Go to the left hand image first. 

Select filtered (this gives a clearer image than raw)  - adjust LUT by changing value 
under “high” - go to Edit and select new axon; use mouse left clicks to choose points 
along the axonal process. Double left click or right click to end the tracing. 

11. Go to Analyze- click on Shift axon max  
12. Go to Analyze- click on Compute distance 
13. Go to Analyze and click on Axon Profile- this will find Boutons automatically 
14.  Go to Edit – click on Edit Mark- with the mouse “left click+ Shift” place marker points 

(usually very distinguishable such as big stable boutons). This allows the correct 
alignments of the images. 
- To add points press Shift and simultaneously left click 
- To delete points press Control and click on the point simultaneously 

15. Repeat step 9-14 for the second pair. Make sure when placing the marker points that 
they correspond to the same location as in the previous image 

16. Go back to interface window and Click Align 
17. Three Figures will appear 
18. Select the following file (the one just analysed on the right) on the list of images in 

panel 1 and click ‘next pair’. The image on the right will open on the left replacing the 
initial image and the third image in sequence will open on the right. 

19. Repeat steps 8-14 for the remaining pairs of images 
20. After having completed all the pairs- click Seriestrace in interface window- it will first 

ask you to open files – Click on Cancel- then it will ask you to create a file- type in 
appropriate name such as L15_677_12 - it will then ask you 4 questions: 
- Threshold level is set as 1.7 
- Minimum bouton width is 10 
- Distance of tolerance is set as 1.5 
- Minimum dip is set as 0.5 
Click Yes to all to accept default values 

21. Summary Images will appear 
22. Open Excel sheet and Press CTRL+V to paste 
23. Copy the images onto the excel sheets and copy text from the main menu of matlab 

up to the line factor (may have important information). 

Editing tools: 

1. To delete parts - Go to Edit and click Cut axon – select area to cut by using the left 
click of the mouse to encircle area and then right click to cut the selected area.  

2. To add parts - Go to Edit and click Extend axon – with the mouse left click on the 
lines where most intensity is seen and right click to finish of the extended line 

3. In the case of more than one axon - type in the Letter that is used to label the axon of 
interest and type it into Current process – Go to Edit and click Select axon. 
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